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Executive summary
The present document is the first deliverable of WP3 and describes the first approach to the architecture
of the MixedEmotions platform. In this initial version, the main components of the platform are identified
and their roles are conveniently established. The candidate technologies to implement these components,
as well as the communication between the different software modules in the platform are specified in the
document.
It is worth noting that the proposed architecture aims to be compatible with each of the defined pilots in
order to demonstrate the use of the MixedEmotions platform. Hence, as the main challenge of this task,
this architecture addresses the integration of the modules provided by the project partners: transcription,
sentiment extraction, emotion recognition, social network analysis, etc.
Finally, it is important to take into account that the results described in this deliverable will be used as a
starting point for subsequent tasks of WP3. Specifically, those to be described in deliverables D3.4 “
Acceleration of Largescale Emotion Analysis Methods (initial version)” and D3.2 “Architecture
Specification and Platform Implementation (final version)”.
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1.
Highlevel
definition
of
MixedEmotions platform architecture

the

1.1. Platform Introduction
The objective of this document is to define the technical characteristics of the MixedEmotions platform.
These include its main elements as well as the connections between them.
The MixedEmotions platform has been conceived as a framework in which anyone can process natural
language data. The platform offers two possible operation modes:



It enables processing using big data capabilities.
However, as it is a multipurpose platform, it can also be viewed as a set of tools, from which the
users can select the functionalities that suit them best and also to use their own tools.

The MixedEmotions platform is designed with the potential to be an end to end product, with tools for
acquiring, processing, storing and displaying data.

1.2. Platform architecture overview
The schema in Figure 1 provides a highlevel specification of the architecture of the MixedEmotions
platform:
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Figure 1. Highlevel approach to the architecture of the MixedEmotions platform.
We distinguish the following elements (yellow boxes) of the MixedEmotions Big Data platform
1. Ingestion. Input interface of the platform. This software connects with sources of information
(social media like Twitter and Facebook, news, websites, ...) to collect data into the platform.
2. Storage. A persistence level will be deployed in order to store the data collected and processed by
the platform. In addition to these data, documents like dictionaries or taxonomies will be included
in the storage system of the platform.
3. Processing. These are the modules that take care of analysis. The types of analysis include graph
analysis, Natural Language Processing (NLP), text and video analysis. The processing modules
can be classified into distributable processing modules and non distributable processing modules.
Most modules, specially the NLP modules are executed in a distributed manner. Modules that are
non distributable include speechtotext transformation and translation.
4. Graph analysis. Social network analysis from Social Media data and knowledge graph.
5. Visualization. A visualization module will be used to obtain graphical representations of the data.
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6. Orchestrator. Software that manages the execution of various platform modules in a pipeline. It
monitors the travel of the data along the platform, coordinating the execution of the modules
specified by the user.

1.3. Selection of technologies
The technologies selected for the implementation of the MixedEmotions platform are motivated by the
initially specified requirements. Widely, these involve the need for a scalable approach in order to process
large volumes of data. In addition, it must be taken into account the management of the cluster on which
the platform will be launched. In this section we address these requirements and specify the candidate
technologies to satisfy them.

Scalability
To select the technologies for the implementation of the MixedEmotions platform, we suggest reviewing
the objectives of the project. The following ones can be identified in the signed grant agreement:
“In MixedEmotions we will implement an integrated Big Linked Data platform for emotion analysis
across heterogeneous data sources, languages and modalities, building on existing state of the art tools,
services and approaches that will enable the tracking of emotional aspects of user interaction and
feedback on an entity level. The MixedEmotions platform will provide an integrated solution for:




Largescale emotion analysis and fusion on heterogeneous, multilingual, text, speech, video and
social media data streams, leveraging open access and proprietary data sources, exploiting also
social context by leveraging social network graphs
Semanticlevel emotion information aggregation and integration through robust extraction of
social semantic knowledge graphs for emotion analysis along multidimensional clusters.”

These objectives suggest the need for a 
scalable platform capable of processing and storing 
large
volumes of data
. For this purpose, both data storage and data processing should be 
scalable
. Hence, in
order to achieve this, these elements of the platform should be implemented through 
distributed
technologies
. This reasoning is reflected in the following schema:
Large volumes of data → Scalability → Scalable data storage and processing → Distributed
technologies

Distributed and scalable storage
Different technologies could be adopted for the implementation of the storage system in the
MixedEmotions big data platform. Several databases may be required for the distinct stages during the
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complete cycle of the data in the platform (raw data, NLP processing, knowledge graph). Initially, the
following technologies could be adopted:





HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System): storage of raw data. HDFS can be viewed as a file
system spread among many machines, complete with replication. HDFS enables an efficient data
flow with big data frameworks such as Hadoop or Spark. The use of Parquet would allow us to
define some structure on the data, reducing the latency in the acquisition of the data.
NoSQL distributed database: storage of processed data (results from NLP).
Graph distributed database: storage of the knowledge graph.

Distributed and scalable data processing
A distributed framework for data processing will be required to provide the platform with the required
scalability. Among other options, Hadoop and Spark are widely employed for this purpose. At this point,
it is worth noting that Spark is capable of reducing latency several times with respect to Hadoop due to its
memorybased approach (data are persisted in memory instead of disk). In addition, Paradigma holds a
relevant experience in the use of Spark in a number of big data projects. Therefore, Apache Spark is
proposed as the technology for distributed data processing in the MixedEmotions big data platform. Spark
is a fast and general engine for largescale data processing.
The use of Spark as the data processing framework involves the choice of Java/Scala as the main
programming languages. Therefore, the integration of data processing modules (NLP and knowledge
graph methods) in the platform would be easier if these functionalities are provided in Spark or, at least,
in Java/Scala.

Cluster management
The platform is then assumed to be scalable and, to this end, it will be properly designed and developed.
As a scalable software, it will run on a set of resources or machines that need to be managed.
Additionally, it must be taken into account that several instances of the MixedEmotions platform could
run on the same cluster. To achieve this functionality, a specific software for the cluster management will
be required. It will be responsible for allocating the resources in the cluster for each process.
For the deployment of the three pilots of the MixedEmotions platform, Apache Mesos will be adopted for
processing management. Apache Mesos allows to abstract cluster resources (i.e., CPU, memory, storage
and other compute resources) away from machines (physical or virtual).
Mesos is a distributed systems kernel, built using the same principles as the Linux kernel, only at a
different level of abstraction. The Mesos kernel runs on every machine and provides applications (e.g.,
Hadoop, Spark, Elasticsearch) with API’s for resource management and scheduling across entire
distributed environments.
D3.1 MixedEmotions Big Data Platform Architecture, initial version
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2. Platform Architecture
In this section, we provide a more detailed description on the elements composing the MixedEmotions
platform. Figure 3 depicts a detailed view of the platform architecture, which will be thoroughly analyzed
in the subsequent points of this section.

Figure 3. Detailed scheme on the platform architecture.

2.1. Ingestion
These modules are responsible for collecting data from the internet (i.e., DW website and social media). It
acts as an interface of the platform to interact with the rest of the world. The collected data is stored in the
platform for subsequent analysis. Specifically, ingestion modules must be capable of storing the collected
data in the HDFS of the platform.
In the MixedEmotions platform, ingestion modules are the following ones:
D3.1 MixedEmotions Big Data Platform Architecture, initial version
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Facebook crawler
Twitter crawler
DW Data API and other crawlers

2.1.1. Twitter Crawler
The Twitter crawler collects tweets according to the selected keywords. In MixedEmotions, this
component is based on Python and can be deployed as a web service. As such, and because the limitation
for retrieving tweets is on the quotas of the Twitter Api and not in the processing capabilities, this element
is to be deployed as a single instance.

2.1.2. Facebook Crawler
The Facebook media crawler will collect public Facebook posts according to the selected projects
keywords. This crawler will run as an application and will be deployed in a single instance, because the
Facebook api is also limited with quotas per application.

2.2. Storage
For persistence, special emphasis has been put into using distributable databases, which are the only ones
capable of managing large amounts of data. For our platform, three main scenarios have been devised
depending on the type of the data to be stored.
●

First, the crawler (input) data, which is almost raw data that has to be later processed. As this data
is not to be queried, but there will be a great volume of writing and reading, the efficiency is
paramount. For this kind of persistence, HDFS has been selected due to its simplicity, efficiency,
distribution architecture and ease of integration with Apache Spark (technology suggested to
implement the platform orchestrator when it is operated as a big data solution).

●

Second, the persistence for the processed data, or data results from NLP analysis. This persistence
is to be queried and will be the base for modules dedicated to data representation. This persistence
should be scalable, distributable and usable for visualization. For that purpose, Elasticsearch is an
appropriate tool of choice. Besides the qualities just mentioned, it provides faceted aggregation
which is very useful for visualization and a potent text search engine. Furthermore, it can be
integrated with SindiceTech’s Kibi, a representation tool for Business Intelligence.

●

Third, there is the need for graph data storage. For that kind of data, the platform could use two
approaches:


OrientDB, which is a distributed graph database.
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Also there is the possibility to use Elasticsearch as a graph database by using
SindiceTech’s Kibi Unipop Elasticsearch plugin.

Figure 4 represents the technologies considered in the MixedEmotions platform for the implementation of
the storage system.

Figure 4. Technologies proposed to implement the three levels of data storage in MixedEmotions.

2.3. Processing modules
2.3.1. Nondistributable processing modules
These modules will not work in a distributed or parallel manner, as would be expected for a big data tool.
Hence, they will not be neither scalable nor distributed. Therefore, they will be treated as specific
applications to be used in a pipeline (i.e., an instance of the MixedEmotions platform). In order to be
deployed in the cluster, these applications will be installed in a specific node of the cluster.
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The following modules provide specific functionalities in the platform:




Speech to Text
Machine Translation
Recommendation Engine

2.3.1.1. Speech to text
Speech Transcription converts speech signals into plain text. After speech to text conversion, the text can
be easily read, edited, searched, processed by textbased data mining tools or archived. This model is
trained for English and is accessible through REST interface.
The engine is specially optimized for noisy and colloquial speech. It is based on stateoftheart
techniques for acoustic modeling, including discriminative training, neural networkbased features, and
speaker and channel adaptation techniques. It is compatible with a wide range of audio sources:
GSM/CDMA, 3G, and VoIPbased, Live Broadcast and Recorded speech with emphasis on spontaneous
telephony speech. It contains dictionary with 50 thousand words and on our internal test set reaches 72%
Word Error Rate.
Phonexia REST server is written in C++ and based on opensource library Poco. It uses asynchronous
processing, because the system is relatively slow (it process 100 seconds of audio in 60 seconds of CPU
processing time). The system itself is scalable and right now it is set to use 4 cores.

2.3.1.2. Machine translation
The translation module takes as input a transcripted text (c.f. Section 3.3.1) in a source language and
translates it into a target language. Currently, the module covers translations between English and several
foreign languages, i.e. German, Spanish, Italian and Czech. The translation models, necessary to translate
textual information, were trained on more than 10 million parallel sentences from different domains, e.g.
Europarl (European commission talks), DGT (translation memories of european union law) or Subtitles
(subtitles of movies).
The module, which is called through a REST service, uses the widely used phrase based statistical
machine translation methodology within the MOSES1 decoder.

1

http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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2.3.1.3. Recommendation engine
During watching a video, in order to improve the number of videos watched per user, several slots with
recommended video will be shown on Apple TV GUI.
The Recommendation Engine (RE) is based on two main things:
1. User behavior. User is represented by an anonymous ID USER and the following related data :
○ List of video/audio items watched by the ID USER,
○ List of the percentages in relation to the entire video
○ List of feedback (Like/UnLike), Emotions (disgusted, fearful, sad, angry, joyful,
surprised)
The properties used to predict the best videos for a given user at a particular moment is divided into:
○

Historical profile: from the info collected in the user’s history.

○

Session's profile: from the user behavior in the current session

2. Video characteristics. This could be represented by a set of information already existing in the
video database of Deutsche Welle enriched by the semantic tagging provided by semantic
analysis of Expert System.
The RE needs:
●

A large amount of data on user behavior. This is important to have a story of each user about its
behavior.

●

Feedback from users about the response to recommendations provided to allow the RE to learn and
improve in an automatic way the quality of recommendation.

Result
●

Provided that both user behaviour data as well as feedback on given recommendations can be
collected, the RE is expected to give quickly improving results with the help of automatic machine
learning mechanisms.

Input
(ID A/V, ID USER)
Output
( list of lists of ID A/V recommended)

2.3.2. Distributable processing modules
The element denoted as “Distributable processing” refers to the set of functionalities in the
MixedEmotions platform that provide the capabilities for analysis that will be applied in a parallel way on
the set of items to be processed. These modules are provided by different partners of the consortium and,
as a result, they have been developed on distinct platforms and technologies. Therefore, the integration of
these functionalities into the MixedEmotions platform represent the main challenge to be addressed. In
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the following points, we describe the strategies adopted for the integration of modules in the
MixedEmotions platform.
To design the integration of Natural Language Processing (NLP) functionalities in the MixedEmotions
big data platform, it is required to define a standard format for the data processed by them. Hence, this
format will define both the input and the output of NLP methods.
In general, NLP functions are expected to accept a piece of text, which will be analyzed for the
computation of a result related to a given context or problem. Those addressed in MixedEmotions are the
following ones:






Topic extraction: the topic areas that the text corresponds to.
Entity/concept extraction: the entities identified in the text.
Sentiment extraction: the sentiments expressed in the text.
Emotion recognition: the emotions expressed in the text.
Suggestion mining: extract phrases that are reviewers’ recommendations for the brand of things to
improve.

As commented before, the input will tend to be common for all the NLP modules. However, it may differ
from a module to another. On the other hand, the output will clearly depend on the addressed NLP
problem. Hence, a NLP function for concept extraction may yield a set of words indicating the entities
found, while a function for emotion extraction will provide a set of tags reflecting the emotions perceived
from several possible choices.
To address this issue, we propose the definition of a generic input/output. We propose using a JSON
format to accommodate the particular behaviour of every NLP function. Hence, a given NLP module
would follow the template:

myNLPfunction(String input) → String output
where the “input” string refers to the JSON fed into the method, whereas the “output” string corresponds
to the JSON returned by the NLP function.
Please, note that the fields of both input and output JSONs need to be defined. For this purpose, a clear
specification of the input and the output of each module involved in the platform has been specified by
each responsible.
Finally, the chosen format for data integration is JSONLD (JSON for Linked Data) which is a
implementation of NIF for JSON. More details can be found on 
Appendix A
.
It is worth noting that the definition of the input/output format aims to standardize the exchange of
information between processing modules in the platform. However, as every module is developed in a
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different technology, a suitable strategy must be designed for their integration in the platform. The
strategies for the integration of NLP modules in the MixedEmotions big data platform depend on the
implementation of each module. The strategies identified for the integration are the following ones:
●

Serializable Scala/Java class. The module is provided as a set of serializable Java/Scala classes.

●

Nonserializable Scala/Java class. The module is provided as a set of nonserializable Java/Scala
classes.

●

Spark Scala/Java algorithm with a method that accepts RDDs. The module is developed in
Java/Scala taking into account the Spark framework, i.e., data processing in a parallel manner.

●

Shell scripts. The module could be provided as an independent program written in a technology
distinct to those considered by the Spark processing framework. In this case, it is expected that
the module (i.e., the program that provides the functionality) uses the standard input and output s
interfaces with the rest of the world.

●

External REST Services. Finally, another approach to provide the functionality of a module is by
means of a REST service. In this case, the MixedEmotions platform must provide the mechanism
to call this service and receive its response to the requested analysis of the data.

More detail about those implementations and example code can be found on 
Appendix B
.

2.4. Social Semantic knowledge graph and network analysis
The functionality that provides the social semantic knowledge graph in the MixedEmotions platform will
be given by a set of processes which perform the following operations:
●

On the knowledge graph side, they extract useful pieces of data from major datasets (e.g.
Wikidata, Dbpedia). Then, those are transformed using various approaches like interlinking or
ontology matching into a format that can then be used for enhancing the queries and
functionalities.

●

On the social network side, they will do the same as above but starting with data extracted from
the social network, therefore enriching the final database with data such as “Centrality” and
others parameters extracted from the social media. Figure 5 depicts the architecture of the
modules for social network analysis in the platform.
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Figure 5. Social Network Analysis architecture

2.5. Analytics and Visualization
In order to be able to appreciate and optimize the results based on the use of the advanced linguistic
technologies it is fundamental to be able to numerically represent every aspect of the data during the
transformation phase as well as measuring the reaction with the consumers. To this end, the platform
includes a state of the art streaming relational analytics system, Kibi, developed on top of Kibana and
Elasticsearch.

2.6. Pipeline orchestrator
The pipeline orchestrator will be the element responsible for getting the configuration of the
MixedEmotions platform from the user and running the software according to the specified requirements.
It must take into account the following issues:



Pipeline. The order of use of the modules in the platform.
Timing. The moment every module involved in the pipeline is launched.

The configuration of the pipeline should provide information on:





The source of the data.
The language or languages to be analyzed.
The processing modules: NLP and social network modules.
Storage system (i.e., where the results are going to be stored).
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As a result, the configuration file should provide a description of the instance of the platform, which
would look as follows: “Collect data in english from a certain source (e.g. Twitter, Facebook), process
them for certain analysis (extraction of sentiment and/or emotion and/or topic and/or entity and/or
knowledge graph insights), store the results and plot certain variables with the visualization tool”.
Initially, two orchestrators are considered for the MixedEmotions platform. The default and main
orchestrator is the Sparkbased orchestrator, which enables parallel processing of data. In addition, the
platform, viewed as a set of services, modules and functionalities, can be used by defining a custom
orchestrator, i.e.the Camelbased enterprise servicebus orchestrator.

2.6.1. Sparkbased pipeline
Regarding the default Sparkbased orchestrator, the workflow designed in the MixedEmotions platform
would be as follows:
1. The user will specify the configuration of the project (i.e., the pipeline and the timing of the
platform modules), which will be stored in a .config file.
2. The config file will be the argument of the main method in our Sparkbased application. The
specified configuration will determine the sequence of actions to be executed in this main
method.
In combination with this Sparkbased orchestrator, Apache Mesos would be included as processing
manager. Mesos enables several Sparkbased applications running simultaneously on the same cluster of
machines. Hence, Mesos is capable of abstracting cluster resources away from machines (physical or
virtual) and is an appropriate choice for managing the process in our cluster.
There is a detailed description in 
Appendix C on the approach adopted for the technical implementation
of the Sparkbased pipeline orchestrator.

2.6.2. Camelbased pipeline
Since the MixedEmotions platform is aimed towards versatility, an alternative pipeline orchestrator is also
provided. This pipeline orchestrator is based on Apache Camel. The objective of the alternative
orchestrator is to be used for those modules which do not need parallelization of processes with Spark.
For example, a project which uses Speech to Text will not gain a significant amount of time processing
the resulting texts using the Spark pipeline orchestrator, because the amount of time each of the audio
files need to be processed is probably some orders of magnitude greater than the time gained processing
the texts in a parallel manner.
Details of the implementation of the Camel Pipeline Orchestrator can be found in 
Appendix D
.
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3. Big Data processing in the
MixedEmotions platform
3.1. Introduction
The MixedEmotions platform should provide a Big Data operation mode. It implies the capability of
processing huge amounts of data, which cannot be obtained with any processing engine. To this end, a
Big Data processing engine is needed. Because of its robustness and degree of development, the engine
selected for Mixed Emotions is Apache Spark.
In this scenario, the issue to be addressed is the integration of the processing modules in the Big Data
architecture.

3.2. Brief analysis on Spark
In this subsection, we provide a highlevel description of Spark, as it is the technology proposed to
implement the framework for distributed data processing. In this vein, we briefly describe the architecture
of a Spark application as well as its deployment on a cluster of machines.

Spark architecture
As detailed before, a distributed and scalable approach will be adopted in order to develop the
MixedEmotions big data platform. For this purpose, appropriate technologies have been selected for the
implementation of data storage and processing facilities. Specifically, Spark has been selected for the
latter. Therefore, prior to the specification of the strategy to integrate each of the modules into the
platform, a brief description of Spark is provided at this point.
Spark has been selected for the implementation of a distributed and scalable data processing framework in
the MixedEmotions platform. The scheme in Figure 6 describes the architecture of a Sparkbased
application.
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Figure 6. Architecture of a Spark application. The scheme shows the two main roles given by the Driver
and the Workers.
In distributed mode, Spark uses a master/slave architecture with one central coordinator and many
distributed workers. The central coordinator is called the driver. The 
driver communicates with a
potentially large number of distributed workers called 
executors
. The driver runs in its own Java process
and each executor is a separate Java process. A driver and its executors are together termed a 
Spark
application
:
●

The driver is the process where the main() method of the program runs. It is the process running
the user code that creates a SparkContext, creates RDDs, and performs transformations and
actions.

●

Spark executors are worker processes responsible for running the individual tasks in a given
Spark job. Executors have two roles. First, they run the tasks that make up the application and
return results to the driver. Second, they provide inmemory storage for RDDs that are cached by
user programs.

A Spark application is launched on a set of machines (cluster) using an external service called a 
process
manager
. Spark is packaged with a builtin cluster manager called the Standalone cluster manager. Spark
also works with Hadoop YARN and Apache Mesos, two popular open source cluster managers. In the
following point, we provide a more accurate explanation on the deployment of a Spark application.

Execution of a Spark program
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Spark provides a single tool for submitting jobs across all cluster managers, called 
sparksubmit
. The
general form for “sparksubmit” is as follows:
bin/sparksubmit [options] <app jar> [app options]
●

[options] are a list of flags for sparksubmit.

●

<app jar> refers to the JAR containing the entry point into the Spark application.

●

[app options] are options that will be passed onto the application.

Specifically, note the “jar” option, which allows us to indicate a list of JAR files to upload and place on
the classpath of the application. If the application depends on a small number of thirdparty JARs, they
can be added here. However, it may not be probably our case in the MixedEmotions platform. Instead, the
most suitable alternative is to build a JAR file for the application containing the entire transitive
dependency graph of the application.
Consider the following example, which shows how a Java application is submitted to a Standalone Spark
cluster:
# Submitting a Java application to Standalone cluster mode
$ ./bin/sparksubmit
master spark://hostname:7077
deploymode cluster
class com.databricks.examples.SparkExample
name "Example Program"
jars dep1.jar,dep2.jar,dep3.jar
totalexecutorcores 300
executormemory 10g
myApp.jar "options" "to your application" "go here"
IMPORTANT
: A Spark application may depend on thirdparty libraries. If the program imports any
libraries that are not in the org.apache.spark package or part of the language library, it must be ensured
that all the dependencies are present at the runtime of the Spark application.
For Java and Scala, it is possible to submit an individual JAR file using the “jars” flag to “sparksubmit”
. This can work well if there is a very simple dependency on one or two libraries and they themselves do
not have any other dependencies. When a Spark application is submitted to the cluster, it must include its
entire transitive dependency graph. This includes not only the libraries the program directly depends on,
but also their dependencies, their dependencies’ dependencies, and so on. Manually tracking and
submitting this set of JAR files would be extremely cumbersome. Instead, 
it is common practice to rely
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on a build tool to produce a single large JAR containing the entire transitive dependency graph of
an application
. This is often called an 
uber JAR or an 
assembly JAR
, and most Java or Scala build
tools can produce this type of artifact.

3.3. MixedEmotions as a Spark application
The MixedEmotions platform is conceived as a set of services made available to the user. Hence, running
the platform will involve the specification of the modules to be employed as well as the pipeline that
connects these modules. Such a pipeline will define the complete travel of the data along the platform.
When used as a big data platform, Spark is used as the framework for data processing in MixedEmotions.
Hence, in this operation mode, MixedEmotions can be viewed as a Spark application. As a result, the
approach adopted for deploying the platform in a cluster will follow the steps described for a Spark
application. As an approach, this would be the process to run an instance of the platform:
Spark orchestrator (JAR) + MixedEmotions Configuration = Instance →
sparksubmit
Therefore, for each instance of the MixedEmotions platform (note that each of the three pilots in the
project can be viewed as a different instance), its execution will consist in submitting the Spark
application to the cluster, which is assumed to have installed the other software elements. This application
will be capable of getting the configuration options. This configuration will specify the cycle of the data
along the platform. This refers to the modules used for data processing and analysis (e.g., ingestion from
Twitter, translation, emotion analysis in english, emotion analysis in spanish, ...). The orchestrator, based
on this configuration, will make use of the specified modules, which are available in the platform. As a
result, depending on the specified configuration, the platform will behave in a different way.
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4. Installation
platform.

of

the

MixedEmotions

In order to distribute and install a big data platform like MixedEmotions, an IT automatization tool would
be desired. This tool should be able to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Install the various components of the architecture in designated nodes.
Install the NLP modules and internal services.
Get the components up and running.
Let every node to communicate between them seamlessly.
Deploy configuration.
Add nodes with ease.
Be open source.

There are several options for an Application Deployment and Configuration Management tool, such as
Puppet, Ansible, Chef and Salt. From these, Ansible will be the tool of choice, because of its ease of use,
compatibility with Unix distributions and for the low imprint it has on client machines, requiring only an
ssh connection and Python.
Therefore, the platform distribution plan is to have the source publicly available with some Ansible
playbooks. Playbooks are the configuration files for Ansible. At a basic level, playbooks are used to
manage configurations of and deployments to remote machines. At a more advanced level, they can
sequence multitier rollouts involving rolling updates, and can delegate actions to other hosts, interacting
with monitoring servers and load balancers along the way. Then, potential users will just have to
download those playbooks, configure the role distribution for the servers and let Ansible install the
platform for them. In Ansible, roles are the task distributions for the machines and it is the easiest way to
distribute technologies to be installed among the hosts.
Figure 7 provides a schematic description of this process. As can be observed, the installation of the
MixedEmotions will depend on the repository of the project including the code developed by the partners
and, in addition, on external repositories with open source tools that are used by MixedEmotions. The
Ansible playbook will contain the steps required to complete the installation of the platform. As detailed
in the figure, it will orchestrate the acquisition of the resources either from the project repository or from
external repositories that include thirdparty software required by the platform. Once every software
module has been accessed and downloaded, it is installed in the target machines. As a result of this
process, the platform will be available for its use.
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Figure 7. A schema of the installation process for MixedEmotions based on Ansible playbooks.
It must be noted that, since we will not be maintaining an evolving project, a fullstack scheduler such as
Kubernetes is discarded as it would add much more complexity and will not add significant benefits to the
platform.
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5. MixedEmotions Platform modules
Table 1 includes the list, description and deployment strategy for the MixedEmotions modules.. The
integration column details the module integration strategy (from those defined in 
Appendix B
). The
modality defines with which input does the module work.
Id

Functionality

Modality

Language

Integration

m1

Sentiment Extraction

Text

EN

Jar (Serializable)

m2

Sentiment Extraction

Text

EN, CS

Java Spark

m4

Sentiment Extraction

Text

EN, ES

Service

m5

Emotion recognition

Text

EN, CS

Application

m7

Emotion recognition

Text

EN, ES

Application

m8

Entity Extraction

Text

ES

Scala Spark

m10

Entity Extraction

Text

EN

Jar (Serializable)

m12

Topic Extraction

Text

EN

Jar (Serializable)

m13

Topic Extraction

Text

ES

Scala Spark

m14

Entity Linking

Text

EN

Jar (Serializable)

m16

Suggestion mining

Text

EN

Jar (Serializable)

m17

Speech to text

Audio

EN

Service

m18

Machine translation

Text

CS, ES, DE, IT

Service

m19

Twitter social network crawler

graph

n/a

Application

m20

Twitter media crawler

Text

n/a

Application

m21

Fusion

n/a

n/a

Application

m22

Social Network Analysis

graph

n/a

Application

m23

Emotion recognition

Audio

DE, EN, CS

Service

m25

Social semantic Knowledge graph

graph

n/a

Application

m26

Facebook media crawler

Text

n/a

Application

m27

Video Emotion recognition

Video

n/a

Service

m28

Video Emotion recognition

Video

n/a

Service

Table 1. List of modules taking part in the MixedEmotions platform.
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m1. English Sentiment Extraction
This module provides the polarity for the given sentence. The polarity can be “positive”, “negative” or
“neutral”. The module needs some model data that has to be distributed on every node. It is written in
Java 8 and provided in a Jar as a non serializable class.

m2. Czech and English Sentiment Extraction
Sentiment extraction for Czech and English. This module is provided as a Java Spark class. It also needs a
small taxonomy.

m4. Spanish and English Sentiment Extraction
Spanish and English Sentiment Extraction written in python. It also has an external service version.

m5. Czech and English Emotion recognition
Emotion recognition module written in python. It needs emotion lexicons.

m6. Audio Emotion recognition
Audio emotion recognition module written in C++. Works for English, German and Czech.

m7. Spanish and English Emotion recognition
Python emotion extraction module.

m8. Spanish Entity Extraction
Entity extraction module written in Scala Spark. Returns an array with the detected entities. It is based on
an ontology extracted from wikipedia that is distributed via HDFS.

m10. English Entity Extraction
Java entity extraction module written in Java. It needs a trained model.

m12. English Topic Extraction
Topic extraction written in Java. Distributed as a JAR.

m13. Spanish Topic Extraction
Spanish Topic extraction implemented in Scala Spark. It uses a manual taxonomy that is to be defined by
the final user. Returns a list of topics detected.

m14. English Entity Linking
Java Entity linking module. Needs lucene indexes and a trained model. Will be distributed as a Jar.
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m16. Suggestion mining
This module checks if the given sentence contains a suggestion. The module needs a model data that has
to be distributed on every node. It is written in Java 8 and provided in a Jar as a non serializable class.

m17. Speech to text
This module transcribes audio.

m18. Machine translation
This is a Perl module that can translate from a variety of languages to English. The target languages are
German, Italian, Spanish and Czech.

m19. Twitter social network crawler
This Python application extracts network relations from twitter.

m20. Twitter media crawler
This Python application extracts tweets from Twitter.

m21. Fusion
Multimodal analysis which combines the results of emotion/sentiment recognizers from video, audio and
transcription to yield higher recognition performance.

m22. Social Network Analysis
This module processes social network data. The social network data has been previously extracted by the
crawler modules.

m23. Audio Emotion extraction
Emotion extraction from audio in English, German and Czech.

m25. Social semantic Knowledge Graph
This application generates a Knowledge Graph from DBpedia and Wikidata, so other modules can use
that information.

m26. Facebook media crawler
This module extracts posts from facebook.

m27. Video Emotion recognition
This module extracts emotion from video, regardless of language.
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m28. Video Emotion recognition
This module extracts emotion from video, regardless of language.
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6. External Services
As stated earlier, is important that the MixedEmotions platform is as versatile as possible. To that end, the
MixedEmotions platform permits the use of external services to substitute the modules it has, for
example, if the user has its own sentiment analysis tool.
The integration depends on the orchestrators. For the default Spark Orchestrator, the requirement is that
the external services expose a REST interface that admits a POST containing a JSONLD and returns a
JSONLD adding new processed data (as defined in 
Appendix A
).
Several external (proprietary) modules are going to be used in the pilots as listed below:
Id

Functionality

Modality

Language

Integration

m3

Sentiment Extraction

Text

EN, IT

Service

m6

Emotion recognition

Audio

DE, EN, CS

Application

m9

Entity Extraction

Text

IT, EN

Service

m11

Topic Extraction

Text

IT, EN

Service

m15

Entity Linking

Text

IT, EN

Service

m24

Recommendation engine

Text

EN

Service

m3. Italian and English Sentiment Extraction
External service provided with a REST interface.

m9. Italian and English Entity Extraction
External entity extraction module. Accessible via REST interface.

m11. External Italian and English Topic Extraction
External Topic Extraction module. Accessible via REST interface.

m15. External Italian and English Entity Linking
External Entity linking module. Accessible via REST interface. More information can be found 
here
.

m24. Recommendation engine
This module recommends videos, using data extracted from comments from users.
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7. MixedEmotions Platform
MixedEmotions Project pilots.

in

use:

The MixedEmotions Platform is being developed in the context of the Pilot scenarios, which are
described in detail in deliverable D2.2. Below we present only a brief summary of each Pilot and the
modules used in each.

7.1. Pilot 1: Social TV
Pilot 1 provides a realtime event monitoring in particular (but not only) in the context of the broadcast
industry. The business case will provide a realtime monitoring support tool for journalists and anchor
men which will give them an additional instrument for the management of long interviews and talk shows
by regularly checking sentiments and emotions of trending topics on social media platforms.
Additionally, a second scenario for Social TV was defined that enables users to access a recommendation
system based on emotion analysis provided by MixedEmotions. The Recommendation Engine (RE) is
based on:
1. the assumption that TV users do not necessarily look for content with similar emotional
characteristics.
2. the mood management theory: TV users are in principle hedonistic and aim for optimising their
mood.
3. a dual process theory of media entertainment:
a. Hedonistic gratification: Enjoyment (a purely pleasurable experience) → “joyful”
b. Eudaimonic gratification: Appreciation (a meaningful/ valuable experience associated with mixed
emotion) → “intriguing”

7.2. Pilot 2: Brand Reputation Management
The objective of the Brand Reputation Management is to obtain information about the position of a
certain brand. For that objective, this pilot will obtain data for that brand in some social media and
newsfeeds and analyse it. The analysis will include sentiment extraction, emotion extraction, suggestion
mining, concept extraction and topic extraction. The results will be presented in a web dashboard.

7.3. Pilot 3: Call Center
The objective of this Pilot is to utilize acoustic emotion recognition from the platform. The obtained data
will help with rating of recordings in Contact Centers. Together with other parameters that are already use
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(especially crosstalks, speech speed, speaker turn count, keyword spotting for emotion words) it will
help to detect problematic parts in recordings and scripts or identify challenging topics.
Functionalities, which can help identify emotions in the speech (recordings) and analyze these parts are
important for Contact Centers because these are the key moments of unsuccessful calls. Supervisors /
quality managers could use the information to improve results and increase success (weaker agents in this
area; verbal expressions and phrases that cause these emotions; also the phrases which are useful; in a real
time notice for agents about incorrect process which will help them handle the situation and so on).

7.4. Modules usage
The following table summarizes the use of the Platform components within the Pilots.
PILOT 1

PILOT 2

m1

English Sentiment extraction

X

m2

Czech and English Sentiment extraction

X

m3

External Italian and English Sentiment extraction

m4

Spanish and English Sentiment extraction

m5

Textual English and Czech Emotion extraction

m6

Audio Emotion extraction from Audio (EN, DE, CZ) UP

X

m7

Textual Spanish and English Emotion Extraction

X

m8

Spanish Entity extraction

X

m9

External Italian and English Entity extraction

m10

English Entity extraction

m11

External Italian and English Topic extraction

m12

English Topic extraction

X

m13

Spanish Topic extraction

X

m14

English Entity linking

X

m15

External Italian Entity linking

m16

English suggestion mining
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m17

Speech transcription

X

X

m18

Machine translation

X

X

m19

Twitter Social Network Crawler UPM

X

X

m20

Twitter Crawler BUT

X

X

m21

Fusion

?

m22

Social Network Analysis

m23

Emotion extraction from Audio (EN, DE, CZ) PX

m24

Recommendation Engine

X

m25

Social Semantic Knowledge Graph

X

X

m26

Facebook Crawler

X

X

m27

Emotion recognition from video BUT

X

m28

Emotion recognition from video UP

X
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8. Conclusions
In the context of the first task defined in WP3, a first version of the architecture of the MixedEmotions
platform has been defined and presented in this document. To complete this initial version, several issues
have been addressed. Mainly, these include the capacity to cope with large volumes of data, the
integration of modules developed on different technologies and the inclusion of external services. In
addition, a key point to be highlighted is the role of the platform orchestrator, which manages the
execution pipeline in which several of the modules take part. It is worth noting that two different
orchestrators have been defined. The first one, based on Spark, enables the parallelization of data
processing in the platform. The second orchestrator, which is built on Camel, allows the user to
sequentially connect and run different modules in a nondistributed way. As a result, the proposed
architecture is in accordance with the requirements and operation workflows of the three pilots. Thus, as
reflected in the project proposal, it aims to define the structure of a generic platform that is applicable to
different use cases.
Once this initial definition of the platform architecture has been completed, some additional challenges
must be addressed in the subsequent version of the platform. In this vein, the deployment of additional
modules for data processing must be taken into account (e.g., language identification). Moreover, new
tools should be considered. For instance, a log system, which would provide information on the execution
process, or a project manager, which would be responsible for the timing of an application, will be
included in the next version of this architecture.
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APPENDIX A: JSONLD, THE COMMON
FORMAT FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT
FOR THE PLATFORM MODULES
Introduction
As MixedEmotions is designed as a platform that can have interchangeable modules and even integrate
with external modules, is imperative to define a standard exchange format. For this purpose a
MixedEmotions schema using JSONLD has been defined. (More information about JSONLD 
here
). The
complete MixedEmotions schema definition is in its own page 
here
.
NIF (NLP Interchange Format)
defines a vocabulary and an API for NLP services. The key concepts to
grasp are:
● All the text analysed is a String. Every String is given a URI (unique identifier)
● All strings belong to a Context
● Strings may have have attributes such as: entities, sentiment, lemma...
The NIF specification also defines how the URI should be computed. In a nutshell, URIs are like this:
http://example.org
#char=0,40
This is the URI of the Context

This is the index of the String within the context
A NIF document would look similar to this example:
<http://example.org#char=0,40>
rdf:type nif:RFC5147String , nif:Context ;
nif:beginIndex "0" ;
nif:endIndex "40" ;
nif:isString "My favourite actress is Natalie Portman." .
In principle, NIF has been created with RDF in mind. The example above uses the turtle notation. A more
developerfriendly alternative would be JSON. Or, rather, 
JSONLD
. JSONLD documents are JSON
documents with some conventions/constraints on the structure and fields they contain, which are used to
add semantics to the document.
Using JSONLD, the NIF example we had before would look like this:
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{
"
@context
": {
“
nif
”: “
http://persistence.unileipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/nifcore#
”
},
"
@id
": "
http://example.org#char=0,40
",
"
@type
": ["
nif:RFC5147String
", “
nif:Context
”],
"
nif:beginIndex
": "
0
",
"
nif:endIndex
": "
40
",
"
nif:isString
": "
My favourite actress is Natalie Portman
"
}
There are different ways to structure the same data in JSONLD. The final scheme that we follow in our
API is different, as it includes much more information about each context, as well as the
sentiment/emotion analysis processes that produced the results.

MixedEmotions Schema
This is the defined MixedEmotions schema.
{
"@context"

:{
"topics"

:{
"@id"

:
"dc:subject"
},
"entities"

:{
"@id"

:
"me:hasEntities"
},
"suggestions"

:{
"@id"

:
"me:hasSuggestions"
},
"emotions"

:{
"@id"

:
"onyx:hasEmotionSet"
},
"sentiments"

:{
"@id"

:
"marl:hasOpinion"
},
"entries"

:{
"@id"

:
"prov:used"
},
"analysis"

:{
"@id"

:
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"
},
"dc"

:
"http://dublincore.org/2012/06/14/dcelements#"
,
"me"

:
"http://www.mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/model#"
,
"prov"

:
"http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#"
,
"nif"

:
"http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/nif-core#"
}
}

A small explanation of each field.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Entries
: The sentence or sentences to be analyzed. Regarding this project, entries will always
consist of a single text, but this schema supports multiple entries.
Analysis
: parameters and other data of the analysis that has been performed on the entries.
Topics
: topics detected in the entry.
Entities
: entities detected in the entry.
Suggestions: 
whether or not this entry contains suggestions.
Emotions: 
emotions detected in this entry.

The namespaces define the ontologies to be used when filling those fields. Most are standard, but the
consortium created a new one for the cases where the existing ones did not suit this project needs.

Examples
These are more concrete example for the MixedEmotions schema, each focusing in a particular field.

Entry
This example covers the basic example in the NIF documentation:
http://persistence.unileipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/nifcore/nifcore.html
.
{
"@context": 
"http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld"
,
"@id": 
"http://example.com#NIFExample"
,
"analysis"

:[
],
"entries"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://example.org#char=0,40"
,
"@type": [
"nif:RFC5147String"

,
"nif:Context"

],
"nif:beginIndex"

:
0
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
40
,
"nif:isString"

:
"My favourite actress is Natalie Portman"
}
]
}

Sentiment Analysis
{
"@context": 
"http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld"
,
"@id": 
"me:Result1"
,
"analysis"

:[
{
"@id": 
"me:SAnalysis1"
,
"@type": 
"marl:SentimentAnalysis"
,
"marl:maxPolarityValue"

:
1
,
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"marl:minPolarityValue"

:
0
}
],
"entries"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1"
,
"@type": [
"nif:RFC5147String"

,
"nif:Context"

],
"nif:isString"

:
"DearMicrosoft,putyourWindowsPhoneonyournewest#opentechnologyprogram.
You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,
"entities"

:[
],
"suggestions"

:[
],
"sentiments"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=80,97"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
80
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
97
,
"nif:anchorOf"

:
"You'll be awesome."
,
"marl:hasPolarity"

:
"marl:Positive"
,
"marl:polarityValue"

:
0.9
,
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:SAnalysis1"
}
],
"emotionSets"

:[
]
}
]
}

Suggestion Mining
{
"@context": 
"http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld"
,
"@id": 
"me:Result1"
,
"analysis"

:[
{
"@id": 
"me:SgAnalysis1"
,
"@type": 
"me:SuggestionAnalysis"
}
],
"entries"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1"
,
"@type": [
"nif:RFC5147String"

,
"nif:Context"

],
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:SAnalysis1"
,
"nif:isString"

:
"DearMicrosoft,putyourWindowsPhoneonyournewest#opentechnologyprogram.
You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,
"entities"

:[
],
"suggestions"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=16,77"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
16
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
77
,
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"nif:anchorOf"

:
"put your Windows Phone on your newest #open technology program"
}
],
"sentiments"

:[
],
"emotionSets"

:[
]
}
]
}

Emotions
{
"@context": 
"http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld"
,
"@id": 
"me:Result1"
,
"analysis"

:[
{
"@id": 
"me:EmotionAnalysis1"
,
"@type": 
"me:SuggestionAnalysis"
}
],
"entries"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1"
,
"@type": [
"nif:RFC5147String"

,
"nif:Context"

],
"nif:isString"

:
"DearMicrosoft,putyourWindowsPhoneonyournewest#opentechnologyprogram.
You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,
"entities"

:[
],
"suggestions"

:[
],
"sentiments"

:[
],
"emotions"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=0,109"
,
"nif:anchorOf"

:
"Dear Microsoft, put your Windows Phone on your newest #open technology
program. You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:EAnalysis1"
,
"onyx:hasEmotion"

:[
{
"onyx:hasEmotionCategory"

:
"wna:liking"
},
{
"onyx:hasEmotionCategory"

:
"wna:excitement"
}
]
}
]
}
]
}
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Named Entity Recognition
{
"@context": 
"http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld"
,
"@id": 
"me:Result1"
,
"analysis"

:[
{
"@id": 
"me:NER1"
,
"@type": 
"me:NER"
}
],
"entries"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1"
,
"@type": [
"nif:RFC5147String"

,
"nif:Context"

],
"nif:isString"

:
"DearMicrosoft,putyourWindowsPhoneonyournewest#opentechnologyprogram.
You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,
"entities"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=5,13"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
5
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
13
,
"nif:anchorOf"

:
"Microsoft"
,
"me:references"

:
"http://dbpedia.org/page/Microsoft"
,
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:NER1"
},
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=25,37"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
25
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
37
,
"nif:anchorOf"

:
"Windows Phone"
,
"me:references"

:
"http://dbpedia.org/page/Windows_Phone"
,
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:NER1"
}
],
"suggestions"

:[
],
"sentiments"

:[
],
"emotionSets"

:[
]
}
]
}

Complete example
This example covers all of the above cases, integrating all the annotations in the same document.
{
"@context": 
"http://mixedemotions-project.eu/ns/context.jsonld"
,
"@id": 
"me:Result1"
,
"analysis"

:[
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{
"@id": 
"me:SAnalysis1"
,

"@type": 
"marl:SentimentAnalysis"
,
"marl:maxPolarityValue"

:
1
,
"marl:minPolarityValue"

:
0
},
{
"@id": 
"me:SgAnalysis1"
,

"@type": 
"me:SuggestionAnalysis"
},
{
"@id": 
"me:EmotionAnalysis1"
,

"@type": 
"me:SuggestionAnalysis"
},
{
"@id": 
"me:NER1"
,
"@type": 
"me:NER"
}
],
"entries"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1"
,
"@type": [
"nif:RFC5147String"

,
"nif:Context"

],
"nif:isString"

:
"DearMicrosoft,putyourWindowsPhoneonyournewest#opentechnologyprogram.

You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,
"entities"

:[
{

"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=5,13"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
5
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
13
,

"nif:anchorOf"

:
"Microsoft"
,

"me:references"

:
"http://dbpedia.org/page/Microsoft"
,
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:NER1"
},
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=25,37"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
25
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
37
,

"nif:anchorOf"

:
"Windows Phone"
,

"me:references"

:
"http://dbpedia.org/page/Windows_Phone"
,
"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:NER1"
}
],
"suggestions"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=16,77"
,
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"nif:beginIndex"

:
16
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
77
,

"nif:anchorOf"

:
"put your Windows Phone on your newest #open technology program"
}
],
"sentiments"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=80,97"
,
"nif:beginIndex"

:
80
,
"nif:endIndex"

:
97
,

"nif:anchorOf"

:
"You'll be awesome."
,
"marl:hasPolarity"

:
"marl:Positive"
,
"marl:polarityValue"

:
0.9
,

"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:SAnalysis1"
}
],
"emotions"

:[
{
"@id": 
"http://micro.blog/status1#char=0,109"
,

"nif:anchorOf"

:
"Dear Microsoft, put your Windows Phone on your newest #open technology

program. You'll be awesome. #opensource"
,

"prov:wasGeneratedBy"

:
"me:EAnalysis1"
,
"onyx:hasEmotion"

:[
{
"onyx:hasEmotionCategory"

:
"wna:liking"
},
{
"onyx:hasEmotionCategory"

:
"wna:excitement"
}
]

}
]
}
]
}
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APPENDIX B: MODULE INTEGRATION
STRATEGIES IN A SPARK PLATFORM
Serializable Scala/Java class
The module is provided as a serializable Java/Scala library. In this case, the module is imported and the
method use in a RDD map.
Example:
import
xxxx.xxxx.TopicExtractor
/*
* lines is a RDD[String]
* topicExtractor a serializable object with a method calculateTopics(input: String)
*/
val 
topicMaps = lines.map(line=>
Map
(
"line"
>line, 
"topics"
>topicExtractor.calculateTopics(line)))

Nonserializable Scala/Java class
A nonserializable class object cannot be passed to a RDD map operation (the object needs to be
submitted to each worker). So far the best option seems to create a “wrapper” method that creates the
object inside it and then execute a mapPartition calling that method.
/*
* Wrapper method
* conceptExtractor is a non serializable class with a method “calculateTopics(input: 
String)”
*/
def 
extractConcepts(lines: 
Iterator
[
String
]): 
Iterator
[
Map
[
String
,Any]] = {
val 

conceptExtractor = 
new 
BasicConceptExtractorNoSerializable(...)
(lines).map { 
case 
line => Map(
"line" 
> line,
"concepts" 
> conceptExtractor.extractConcepts(line)) }
}
/**
* Executes the wrapper method in a mapPartition object
*/
def 
main(args: Array[
String
]) {
val 

textFile = 
"some_path.txt"
val 

conf = 
new 
SparkConf().setAppName(
"External Classificator Application"
)
val 

sc = 
new 
SparkContext(conf)
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v
al 
lines = sc.textFile(textFile, 2
).cache()

val 

conceptMaps = lines.mapPartitions(
extractConcepts
)
for 

(conceptMap < conceptMaps.collect()) {
println

(conceptMap)
}
}

Spark Scala/Java algorithm with a method that accepts RDDs
If the NLP functionality is adapted to Spark processing (i.e., it accepts/returns RDDs), just call it with the
input RDD as an argument. The input and output RDDs should be RDD[String] where each string is a
JSON (as defined in 
Appendix A
).
/**
* Method that accepts an RDD and returns another
*/
def 
extractTopics(input: RDD[
String
]): RDD[
Map
[
String
,Any]] = {
input.map(line=>
Map
(
"line"
>line, 
"topics"
>calculateTopics(line)))
}
/**
* Main method
*/
val 
lines = sc.textFile(logFile, 
2
).cache()
val 
topicMaps = topicExtractor.extractTopics(lines)
for
(topicMap < topicMaps.collect()){
println

(topicMap)
}

Shell scripts
This strategy is to be used when the nlp module is executed as a shell command. To process elements of a
RDD by means of an external command the method “pipe” of the RDD class will be used.
The pipe method passes the RDD as stdin in each partition. Then, pipe needs as its argument a function
that can be executed as: “./comand_file < file.txt” (or cat file.txt | ./command, which is an equivalent
form).
Therefore, this commands should read from standard input (stdin) and accept as entry text files in which
each line is a JSON as defined in 
Appendix A
.
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The standard output is then read and put into a new RDD, which is the output of the pipe method.
Consequently, the script command must write in the standard output a JSON (as defined in 
Appendix A
)
for each entry processed. And 
cannot 
write anything else in the standard input.
Example command file (python):
#!/usr/bin/python
#Encoding UTF-8
import 
fileinput
def 
count_words(text):
parts = text.split(
" "
)
return len(parts)
if 
__name__ == 
'__main__'
:
for 

line 
in 
fileinput.input():
print(
"%s\t%s"
) % (line.strip(), count_words(line))

Example command file (R):
#!/usr/bin/env Rscript
library(
"Imap"
)
f <- file(
"stdin"
)
open(f)
while
(length(line <- readLines(f,n=
1
)) > 
0
){
# process line

contents <- Map(as.numeric, strsplit(line, 

","
))
mydist <- gdist(contents[[
1
]][
1
], contents[[
1
]][
2
], contents[[
1
]][
3
],
contents[[
1
]][
4
],
units=
"m"
, a=
6378137.0
, b=
6356752.3142
, verbose = FALSE)
write(mydist, stdout())
}

Structure of the input:
{... first line is a JSONLD … }
{... second line is another JSONLD}
Those JSONLDs should be print in a line (no pretty print) and the texts in them must have the newline
characters escaped.
Using those scripts with Scala:
val 
textFile = 
“some/text/path/file.txt"
val 
conf = 
new 
SparkConf().setAppName(
"External Pipe Application"
)
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val 
sc = 
new 
SparkContext(conf)
val 
lines = sc.textFile(textFile, 3
).cache()

val 
distScript = 
"./src/resources/count_words_fileinput.py"
val 
distScriptName = 
"count_words_fileinput.py"
//Do not know what the Seq is for
val 
counts = lines.pipe(
Seq
(SparkFiles.
get
(distScriptName)))
counts.collect()
for
(count<counts){
println

(
"Found Count: "
+count)
}

External REST Services
For any other implementation that does not fit in the previously defined strategies, a REST service must
be implemented. Those REST services must receive a 
JSONLD in a POST request as input and return
another 
JSONLD
as output.
Example Scala Spark code of calling a REST API:
/**
* Each element of the RDD must be submitted to the service
*/
val 
textFile = 
“some/text/path/file.txt"
val 
conf = 
new 
SparkConf().setAppName(
"External Pipe Application"
)
val 
sc = 
new 
SparkContext(conf)
val 
lines = sc.textFile(textFile, 3
).cache()

val
result = lines.mapPartitions(x => callRestAPI(x))
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APPENDIX C: IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE ORCHESTRATOR
Configuration
The configuration file will contain the modules to be used in the project and the order of execution:
steps: [modA modB modC … modX]

Execution
The 
main()
method accepts as an argument the path to the configuration file:
steps = read(file.config)
for (step in steps) {
switch(step) {
case ‘modA’:
executeModA
case ‘modB’:
executeModB
…
otherwise:
error(“Unidentified mixedEmotions module”)
}
}

Module Integration
For orchestration, we will need to implement a wrapper for each module (it will include the method
ExecuteModX). This method “ExecuteModX” will accept a RDD[String] and will return a RDD[String],
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where each String element corresponds to a JSON subject to the predefined format. It is inside this
method in the wrapper where the integration strategies will be executed. Those could be:
○
○
○
○
○

Executing a Spark method.
Using a 
map
with a Java library.
Using a 
mapPartitions
with a non serializable Java library.
Executing 
pipe
with executables.
Calling a service (probably using mapPartitions inside).
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APPENDIX D: Implementation of the
Alternative Orchestrator
Mixedemotions  Service Pipeline
Design
The application is designed as a pure 
Apache Camel application without any dependency injection
framework.

Apache Camel
Apache Camel is a data integration framework that provides connectors to many data stores (relational,
NoSQL, filesystem), services (ActiveMQ, …), and APIs (Google Mail API, LinkedIn API, …), and
various components that together facilitate implementation of 
enterprise integration patterns
.
For example, there is a component that can execute a flow based on a timer. There is another component
that allows one to easily turn synchronous processing into asynchronous processing.
The framework consists of many composable components that process messages flowing in the system.
Messages can come in various formats (XML, JSON, files, …) and Camel provides a set of default data
format transformators. A lot of message format transformation happens automatically. Custom
transformations can be added too and one has the possibility to run transformations manually.
Apache Camel was chosen for its good modularity and for the great variety of available connectors. There
are also third party tools built for Camel such as Hawt.io. Hawt.io is a web application that provides
monitoring of Camelbased (and other) applications. It connects to the JVM running a Camel application
extracts information exposed by Camel’s JMX beans and, based on that information, it renders
dashboards.

Service Pipeline Design
The Service pipeline is designed to be an application that loads data from a source, processes them in a
chain of components and finally indexes the result into Elasticsearch.

The processing is asynchronous and includes a retry mechanism in case of failures. Permanent failures are
logged to the filesystem to be available for later inspection.
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Hawt.io
Hawt.io is a modular web application for monitoring and managing of Java applications that expose JMX
beans. By default it comes with plugins and dashboards that can for example visualize Camel’s routes:

The nodes of the tree also display numbers which indicate the number of messages processed by that
component.
Routes can be stopped and started from the Hawt.io dashboard.
The Hawt.io web application is deployed as a war file to a servlet container. The ETL pipeline includes an
embedded Jetty instance but the war file has to be downloaded separately. It is tested with the 
Hawt.io
default war version 1.4.52
.
If the Hawt.io war is not present, the ETL pipeline will still start and work correctly. Only the web
application will not be available. More information is available at 
http://hawt.io/plugins/camel/

Running the pipeline
The ETL pipeline application builds into an executable jar. The application takes one command line
parameter config (resp. c), the value of which must point to a configuration file.
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The configurable parameters include Elasticsearch cluster name, host, and port, location of the Hawt.io
war, and a specification how often to run the pipeline.
Once the application is started, it periodically checks the target source for new updates. It is possible to
specify the period of the checks. You can also set the maximum number of updates loaded per check and
the date and time of the oldest item that should be considered. The check stops whenever one of the limits
is reached. There is also an option to retrieve the date of the newest in Elasticsearch and retrieve new
items from that date forward. This means that you can simply start the pipeline and it will automatically
retrieve any newly available items that are not yet processed.
The configuration file uses HOCON, “HumanOptimized Config Object Notation”, a superset of JSON as
implemented by 
Typesafe’s config library
. It is a modern configuration format that is very user friendly
yet flexible.
DwRoute is the main class that defines how individual components are connected to form the pipeline.
The pipeline definition uses the Camel Java DSL which is very readable even for people not familiar with
Apache Camel.
Each Mixedemotions component can be implemented as a simple 
Camel Processor
. 
Processor is an
interface with single method process() which is supposed to implement message processing. The ETL
Pipeline provides an abstract class called RestCallProcessor which extends Processor to facilitate
extracting the message body (the JSON message represented as JsonNode). RestCallProcessor also
automatically tracks processing time and stores it in the message. This information can be later used to
analyze and optimize the pipeline and its individual components.
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